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This Issue’s Index 

- President’s Message 

- Call Board - the NMRA and the Region 

- Balloon Track – News, Show Reports, 
Achievement Program and modeling around 
our division  

- F.R.E.D - links, laughs and everything else 

Cover photo: We were thrilled to hear that our ECD board member Fergus Francey (L) and Dave 

Stredulinsky (R) were awarded CTV News Atlantic’s Maritimers of the Month for April 2022. The award 

was given to them for their tireless work in building  a Thomas-based model train home layout for a young 

challenged adult, Scott, shown here with Fergus and Dave. We have followed their efforts here in the Hot 

Box through the past 4 issues beginning in June 2021. Congratulations to them for a job well done! 
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Greg Williams (President, Eastern Canada Division) 

 

Our editor, Lou, has once again put together a great newsletter for us. I’m 

not sure if he had a theme in mind, but I see one that I’d like to talk about. 

Inspiration! Fergus and his friend Dave were inspired to help someone enjoy model trains and in the 

process, went above and beyond. Speaking of above and beyond, check out what Dave Gunn is up to! 

Wow, fantastic work. Yet when you speak with Dave you realize his goals in doing such detailed work 

twofold. One to satisfy himself and what he likes to do, and secondly to inspire others. Speaking of 

inspiring others, that’s one big goal of the NMRA. The achievement program (AP) is all about, 

improving your skills in model railroading. You compete against no one, except yourself. You’re not 

JUDGED, you’re evaluated based on a standard. Once you’ve achieved your goals, it’s up to you to 

help others improve their own work. Not in an “I’m better than you.” way, but in encouraging others to 

learn new skills by showing them a new technique or method that has helped you. Of course, that can 

happen outside of the NMRA and the AP as well. At recent shows modellers have been willing to work 

on a project while exposed to the public who can ask questions as they work. That’s a brave thing to 

do!  

 

Finally, I’d like to talk about a man who has inspired me and many others. His name is Bill Turczyn and 

we learned of his passing a few weeks ago. Bill was a key player in getting the division going again and 

went way above to make it happen. In speaking with Bill these past few years, I learned he believed in 

the NMRA and other modelling organizations because he knew the importance of being in fellowship 

with others. That’s what makes this hobby so great. The people who come into your life that make it 

better. You will be missed Bill, you’ve made the run successful. 

 

President’s Message 

 

Our ECD Executive and 

Board of Directors: 

President:  

Greg Williams - gregw66@gmail.com 

Vice President: 

  George Jarvis - 

george.jarvis@nf.sympatico.ca 

Secretary Treasurer: 

Bob Henry - bob.hesterkv@yahoo.com 

 

Board of Directors: 

 Achievement Program Chair – James Whatley 
jawhatley@bellaliant.net 

 Membership Chair – Dave Gunn - 
David.gunn@ns.sympatico.ca 

 Hot Box Editor - Lou McIntyre – louism@nbnet.nb.ca 

 Fergus Francey - dasfergmiester@gmail.com 

 Webmaster - Rob Leathley - rleathley68@gmail.com 
 

Division Advisor: 

Steve McMullin - mcmulls@nb.sympatico.ca 
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Many e-publications are available to NMRA members including:  

If you have not done so already, here’s how to register for, and get access to the NMRA magazine 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faAilWNcNAY&t=6s 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call Board - the NMRA and the Region   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faAilWNcNAY&t=6s


 

 

The Spring 2022 issue (#285) quarterly 

issue of the NER Coupler is now available: 

 

https://nernmra.org/ner-

couplers/ 

 

 

You should be receiving a monthly 

e-newsletter keeping you up-to-

date on what’s happening in the 

Northeast Region and the 

Divisions. If not click here and sign 

up for the NER News: 

https://nernmra.org/ 

 

 

 

 
 
This is our region’s big annual event – 

an opportunity to learn more about 

model railroading, about prototypes, 

and to make new friends and strengthen 

the bonds of old acquaintances all with 

a shared interest. 
 

 
https://ner-
conventions.org/connecticut-
yankee-home 
 
 

 

They're in need of articles and we encourage folks to write for The Coupler, it's a great way to 

get points for AP Author certificate! 

https://nernmra.org/ner-couplers/
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STOCK PENS 

Our Membership Chair, Dave Gunn, has been very busy producing this 

exquisitely detailed stock pen, abattoir and meat packing facility. Here, he tells 

the story of how it came to be and takes us on a tour of many of the features 

he’s included. 

This project, filling in a corner on my layout, is all down to a friend and fellow 

modeller in our Division, Jim Cripps, whose mother just happens to be an 

abattoir inspector. Who would have thought to build an abattoir?  Why not!  

What started out as a simple idea just grew and grew.  If I am going to build an 

abattoir, then I will need a meat packing plant, possibly a cannery, and even a 

tannery all close by. With so much business depending on livestock, I needed to 

supply a lot of cattle, pigs and sheep.  It then became obvious I needed a sufficient quantity of stock 

pens to keep up with the whole process.  This also meant I needed both rolling stock and road trucks to 

keep up with the demand.  A rather large project began to unfold. 

It is always a challenge to disguise an inward and or an outward corner wall of the layout and that was 

exactly what was necessary.  The wall of the house came into the room some 2 feet deep and 9 foot 

long, and as the layout was designed at a maximum width of 3 feet, this meant I had a section running 

along this protruding wall of only 1 foot wide.  On this portion of the layout, I intended to have a paved 2 

lane road, a 2 track main line and a siding leading to this building complex I was planning on.  I also 

wanted to have buildings along this wall too.  The only way to do this was to construct the building on 

pillars so the track or tracks yet to be designed could run under the building work. Just another 

interesting aspect.  I also decided to maximise the space available for all these industries. I decided to 

build a curved abattoir rather than a square one thus using less ground area. This would also give 

Balloon Track – News around our Division 

 



 

 

another dimension to the layout.  However it also meant I would need a stock pen layout to match the 

curvature of the building.   

My first step was to construct the abattoir keeping in mind what will be needed for the rest of the 

project.  I had a space available for the entire project of 3 feet wide by 9 feet long.  I built the structure 

using my normal construction methods (possible future article), 4 stories high with the ground floor 

extending outward to give plenty of roof space for detail stuff. It also wrapped around the external wall 

corner mentioned above suspended over the tracks which had recently been laid in place.  Below the 

suspended portion of the building at track level housed 8 roller shutter doorways to supply reefer cars 

of frozen carcasses, and the end of the upper section housed an enclosed ramp down to the “Express 

Meat Service” outlet to supply fresh or frozen meat supplies to passing passenger dining car traffic.  I 

also left room at the back of the main building to fit the intended meat packing plant with a roadway 

between. 

The next part of the project was to design the layout of the stock pen arrangement.  First of all most of 

the actual pens and fencing pieces were made for me of 1mm thick marine plywood laser cut on one of 

Jim’s laser machines within his cabinetry business.  This was a huge help enabling me to accurately 

duplicate and simplify the construction of the pens.  The fencing was made in double thickness panels 

giving 3D images of the pens as shown in the photos.  I also had long sections of basic fencing I could 

cut to suit. Other parts not supplied by Jim, I scratch built myself.  

 I laid out the design on a 1 to 1 scale on a reverse side of a roll of wall paper picked up at a yard sale 

for 50 cents many years back.  (You never know when you need something like that).  I had a service 

track curving into the area of the pens to off load cattle so the pen arrangement had to follow the 

curvature of the abattoir and the curvature of the service track.  It all adds to the fun!   



 

 

I concentrated initially on the area between the track and the abattoir with a platform and down ramps 

into the unloading pens.  I then drew up the plans for the holding pens to suit the sections of the laser 

cut panels I had available.  

I also had to take into consideration, the flow of livestock from points of arrival either train or truck into 

the doorways of the abattoir providing access gates into the pens and exit routes also gated, to prevent 

the free wandering of the stock. 

I constructed the adjacent mainline tracks on the standard cork road bed and built the base of the pens 

to the same level using a two pieces of ¼” hardboard some combined dimensions of 18” X 42”.  One 

edge was cut to suit the radius of the abattoir enabling the doors to be at ground level.  The boards 

were screwed down through deep countersunk holes which were later filled with wood putty. 

 I coated this board with a layer of wet mix of cement and diluted white glue including 1 or 2 drops of 

liquid soap. This was brushed on and allowed to dry thoroughly. Once I had decided on the location of 

the pens, I cut out water drains in the concrete base for each of the pens approximately 1/2” square 



 

 

deep enough to give the impression of a drain to an underground tank system of collecting tanks. I also 

inset steel grill meshes flush with the top concrete surface.  In some of the pens I put water pipes 

coming out of the ground with valves mounted on the ends of right angle pipes.  These were allowed to 

swivel with the intention of hosing down the pens after each usage.  The whole areas of the pens were 

designed to be cleaned on a constant basis flushed into underground tanks. I included a small pump 

house structure adjacent to the tracks which also acted as a herder’s cabin. The pens are maintained in 

a clean environment with a constant smell of paint in the air.  I have designed and scratchbuilt a gas 

tank car for the removal of methane gas from the tanks and a small fleet of sludge tank cars for the 

removal of the future fertiliser destined for the local farmers fields.   

I also constructed 2 overhead water spray platforms with swivel heads, built from a photo of the real 

thing, which will cover a large area of the pens making it easier to keep the areas clean and at the 

same time be able to spray any hogs to keep them cool and wet.  Each pen had a water trough to 

supply the animals with fresh water.  



 

 

 The sections of fencing had extended legs to the vertical members on every 3rd one 1/8th inch longer 

so that holes could be drilled in the concrete base to suit.  In corners, posts were fitted to give added 

strength.  This was also used to support the gates.  I constructed overhead support arches over each of 

the passageways and ramps giving extra support to the fencing and helping to prevent the livestock 

from crashing through to freedom.  Some of the arches had centre lights fitted to give night illumination. 

In order to construct these arms, I used 2 strips of “North-eastern” scale wood angle joined together to 

form a hollow square. This was the same for the top cross members, to allow for the bulb and wires to 

be hidden internally.  The other vertical arm was made from solid wood of same size made longer than 

the hollow one to allow it to be sunk in the base.  The fences going through these arches were 

cemented to the uprights.  I used 1.5 volt bulbs and brass lamp shades made by “Miniatronics”.  

I then constructed the outer section of pens to the left of the stock car track, with the intention of having 

the facility of unloading double deck stock cars carrying sheep and hogs.  This meant I had to scratch 

build two ramps to discharge the upper levels and be able to slide back to allow the access to the lower 

level of the same car.  (I am now in the process of scratch building a double deck stock car to suit 

which will be described in a future 

article).  

You will also notice in this photo the 

track has been filled in with individual 

timbers and of course the inevitable 

weeds and grass. 

After watching a presentation on stock 

yards etc., by Douglas Harding of Iowa 

USA, I decided I needed a ramp up to 

the upper level of the abattoir for the 

slaughter of sheep as I have a 

selection of sheep ready for the pens it 

appeared to be a sensible thing to 

have.  Where do I put it?  The only 

place to site it is along the far side 

where the meat packing plant was 

being built.  The problem then arose 

that this location was the main 

thoroughfare for the cattle to go to the 

abattoir from the pens.  This meant I 

had to make it so the ramp could lift up 

clear of the lower level and yet come 

down for the sheep to go up.  I 

designed and built the ramp with a 

hinged section that would be held up or 

down using a counter balanced weight. 

I came up with a design and location, removed part of one of the third floor windows to the left of the 

abattoir replaced it with a door and built the hinged ramp up to this doorway.  I then constructed a tower 

to house the counter balance, and through trial and error, came up with an operational counter balance 

mechanism. 



 

 

I had 200+ cows 

to paint and like 

Tom Sawyer 

roped in a friend 

of mine to help 

with this.  He did 

a great job too.  

I hope you like 

what you see, 

however if you 

have any 

questions on any 

of this please 

feel free to get in 

touch and I will 

do my best to 

help.  I have 

loads of photos 

available too. 

 

Dave Gunn’s double decker stock car 

In the article above, Dave spoke of these unique stock cars. These will be the subject of a future article 

in the Hot Box 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Amherst NS Show: 

James Whatley was in attendance at the show in Amherst NS in early March and sends along this 

report and photos 

“We set up a Modeller’s Corner booth 
at the Amherst Show yesterday.  This 
was the result of a collaboration 
between the Maritime Railway Prototype 
Modellers and the Eastern Canada 
Division of the NMRA, and was attended 
by Ric Hamilton, Will Lawrence and 
James Whatley.  Quite a few visitors 
stopped by, and several posed some 
interesting questions, especially one 
from an astute lady who inquired about 
our philosophy regarding whether or not 
to include graffiti our models.   

The show organizers were pleased with our display and have 
invited us to return for their next show, in March, 2023.  I 
guess that means we didn’t glue, paint or impale any of the 

guests!  😊   

Hopefully by next year, COVID-19 conditions will have 
continued to improve and more will be able to participate with 
us.” 

Editor’s note: Optivisors are mandatory  

 

 



 

 

James adds, “When I was a teenager, there used to be an ad for 
a similar product in Model Railroader, with a caption something 
like “I couldn’t work without it!”.  I didn’t relate to that at all.  Well, 
fast forward a few years and it turns out to be true! 

Speaking of Optivisors, James was just leafing through an old MR 
while having a cup of tea, and lo and behold, there it was!      

 

 

Begun out of the Maritime Prototype Modelers casual get-

togethers last fall, we continued our monthly Zoom workshops. In 

the past 3 months, we have had excellent and well-attended 

presentations by Greg Williams, Lou McIntyre and Gordy 

Robinson. Thank you for doing these presentations! 

We are taking a break for the summer and we will let you know 

our fall line-up in the September issue. 

Back in February, Chris Lyon presented a workshop on painting 

backdrops. The Hot Box also received some photos from Bruce 

Castle’s layout showing the results of work he and Chris Lyon 

had done recently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Moncton NB Show: 
 
The Moncton Model Railroad Society held their annual Spring 
show on Saturday, April 16, 2022, occupying both floors of the 
Riverview Lions Club.  The show was very well attended, with 
guests arriving from all four Atlantic Canada Provinces. 
 Several layouts were on display and there was lots of activity 
at the sales tables.  New for the show this year was the 
Modeller’s Corner booth, set up by five modellers from the 
Thursday night Zoom gang, representing NS, PEI and NB. 
 Following are some pictures taken 
by James Whatley, except as 
noted. 

 
Two of the Moncton club,  Milne Hall (L) and Roland Gaudet (R), did 
yeoman duty at the entry desk, also ensuring the safety of all. 
 
“Thursday Night” Zoom clinicians Will Lawrence, Luc Nowlan, Ric Hamilton, 
James Whatley and Taylor Main demonstrating their craft at the Modeller’s 
Corner booth.  
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sharing and Learning 
 
In return for some DCC work Greg Williams did for Bob 

Kane a few weeks ago, Bob sent Greg a Walthers 36' 

Tank Car lettered for SHELL. Greg looked at the car and 

a pic of an old CP tank car and thought... CLOSE 

ENOUGH! 

 

The Shell car went into the alcohol bath and came out 

clean. Greg painted it black and then lettered it using a 

set of Black Cat decals he had on hand. Then came the 

weathering - attached are before/after pics and also an 

old Athearn Boxcar he did up a few weeks ago.  

 

Greg says “Just trying my hand at weathering and 

learning as I go. “ (Editor’s note: Looks pretty 

darned good to me) 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Welcome aboard to our newest Eastern Canada 

Division members, Andrew Castle of Enfield NS, Wendell Lomax of Maces Bay NB, Bruce 

Castle of Milford NS, and Luc Nowlan of Moncton NB 



 

 

Achievement Program 
 

James Whatley has recently assumed the role of Achievement Program Chair here 

in the Eastern Canada Division. He is taking over from Dave Gunn who is retiring 

from that role. Our thanks to Dave for what he has done and for his continued 

support  

The Achievement Program was started in 1961 and is intended to encourage 

personal skills development, service to the hobby, and especially mentoring of 

others.  There are eleven separate Certificates available in four categories, and 

anyone completing seven Certificates, with at least one in each of the four categories, earns the title 

Master Model Railroader (MMR).  Categories include:equipment (cars, locomotives), settings 

(structures, scenery, prototype models) engineering and operation (civil, electrical, chief dispatcher), 

and service to the hobby (official, volunteer and author). 

Like anything worth earning, participation in the AP requires expending personal time and effort.  It’s 

not something that can be done overnight, and it’s not the type of activity that’s going to offer “instant 

gratification”.  In order to ensure fairness and maintain equability amongst all participants, there are 

specific minimum requirements to be met in order to demonstrate competence in each of the areas.  

These requirements, although not onerous, do require a willingness to accept challenges and learn new 

skills. In this sense, the AP is like a diploma program in model railroading. 

One of the very often commented on advantages of belonging to a group like the NMRA is the 

opportunity to meet and interact with other like-minded individuals, to enjoy sharing ideas and 

experiences with.  I can guarantee you that participation in the AP offers these advantages in 

abundance, as you engage with others and learn how to accomplish your goals in each area.  For 

example, you might initially attend a seminar on weathering freight cars. Later, as you acquire 

experience, you may very well gain the satisfaction of being able to share this knowledge with others, 

and generally encourage them in their own projects.  By then, you will probably also have some of your 

own techniques to share as well. 

What the AP is not, however, is a vehicle for personal superiority or boasting.  In fact, those who have 

earned the various AP Certificates are expected to help others working towards the same goals.  This 

especially holds true for MMRs.  Everyone, even after earning individual AP Certificates, can also 

benefit from life-long learning, as new materials and techniques materialize in our hobby.   

The NMRA website contains a good summary of the overall Achievement Program, with details for 

each of the specific categories.  I encourage you to take a look:  

https://www.nmra.org/education/achievement-program 

Below we will see some of the work that Eastern Canada Division members have accomplished 

recently to achieve merit awards; these lead to the certificate for Master Builder - Structures  If you 

have any questions about the AP, please don’t hesitate to contact me at:  

jawhatley@bellaliant.net 
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Achievement Program 

Congratulations to Lou McIntyre for having received a 

Merit Award for his scratchbuilt Sanding Tower. This is 

a major step towards his Achievement Program 

certificate for Master Builder - Structures 

 

 

 

A Tale of Two Trestles 

 
Congratulations to both Lou McIntyre and George Jarvis having 
received Merit Awards for their trestle bridges 

 
  



 

 

  

https://maritimehobbies.ca/ 
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Conventions 

 

 

 

 

After a two-year Covid delay, the 

MFMR annual convention, The 

Evangeline Express, is coming up 

very soon on June 10-12 at Acadia 

University in Wolfville. See the 

website for the latest updates on 

registration, clinics, public show, 

accommodations, and banquet.  

https://mfmr.ca/mfmr-

convention-2020-the-evangeline-

express/ 

 

Planning is also well underway for the 2023 MFMR 

convention, Fundy RailFest 2023, to be held in Saint 

John, May 26-28. This will be a model railroader’s 

weekend with operating sessions, layout tours, 

prototype tours, industry tours, clinics and hands-on 

workshop, vendor displays, model and photo 

contests, public show, meet-n-greet and other social 

events, banquet, and many other activities   

 
https://www.fundyrailfest2023.ca/ 
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When the Museum calls 
 
In the last issue of the Hot Box, we 
introduced a new modular project being 
undertaken in conjunction with the Railway 
Coastal Museum in St John’s NL. George 
Jarvis reports that progress has been slow 
because of Covid concerns, and reluctance 
to bring the group together.  However, 
George reports that individuals are making 
progress but says he will soon have to bite the bullet and bring the group together. 
 
Here’s a module George has created for the project: 
 
 

We look forward to seeing many more excellent creations in the future.  



 

 

Sad News 

 

We are saddened to hear of the passing of William “Bill” 

Turczyn of Hampton NB on May 7, 2022. Bill was an integral 

part of the formation of the Eastern Canada Division of the 

NMRA, serving on the Board of Directors as Division Liaison. He 

was an active member of the Maritime Federation of Model 

Railroaders, and of Saint John Society of Model Railroaders 

serving for a time as the Secretary Treasurer of that organization. 

On the right, we see Bill 

staffing the ECD table at 

the 2019 train show in 

Quispamsis. 

Left, Brian Dingman is 

watching on as Bill 

measures the opening on 

a lift-up corner module he 

designed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sound in a Shay 

 

Wayne Woodland has updated his BLOG 

with info and a short video of his new 80 

ton shay in which he has installed sound – 

some sweet! 

Nottingham Sub: Steam Time 

 

 

 

 

The F.R.E.D. 

 

http://nottinghamsub.blogspot.com/2022/03/steam-time.html


 

 

 

ECD member, Steve O’Brien, has shared a number of videos and links that are well worth the time to 

look at, and perhaps get inspired: 

 

 

Kit Review and Weathering Clinic 

In this video, the presenter does a review of a 

SceneMaster HO scale HiRail excavator, then shows us 

some inspiring techniques for painting and weathering 

using acrylics and an airbrush 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lB668__E66g 

 

 

 

 

Virtual Railfan 

 
Steve has also sent on a link to an updated Virtual Railfan 

connecting us to a large variety of prototype railcams 

https://virtualrailfan.com/ 

 

 

Also, Steve sent us a link to the Maine Line Magazine, a fantastic 
resource for fans of the prototype Bangor & Aroostook Railroad 

http://mainelinemagazine.joeykelleyphoto.com/currentissue/ 
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We need your input! If you want stories or history from your local area, it’s up to you to 

share them. Send any projects, stories or reviews you want to share to us at our e-mail address:   

easterncanadadivision@gmail.com or to louismca2012@gmail.com 
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